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Abstract
When indenting a brittle material with a sharp indenter, cracks can be generated at the corners of the imprint. From the length of these cracks, the fracture resistance can be estimated. This technique is simple and allows characterizing small volumes of materials, especially if nanoindentation cube-corners tips are used. For evaluation of fracture resistance, a number of different models based on crack morphology have been proposed. However, the morphology of the cracks is difficult to determine due to the small scales involved. In this work, indentation fracture with a cube-corner nanoindentation tip on different materials is investigated by FIB tomography to obtain the generated crack morphology. Experimental observations are rationalized in terms of applied load, tip geometry and crystal anisotropy. Once the crack morphology is visualized, the two most commonly used equations for calculating the fracture resistance are discussed. Finally, guidelines for better estimation of fracture resistance are proposed.
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1.	Introduction 
The increasing use in engineering applications of thin films, advanced coatings, composites and materials with fine-scaled tailored microstructures has driven the necessity to understand the mechanical properties of very small volumes in which size effects might be important. Efforts to design and model the reliability of small-scale devices are directly dependant on the availability of accurate and reliable measurements of mechanical properties at small scales. In this sense, nanoindentation appears as the easiest way to study local behaviour, since no special sample preparation is required and tests can be performed quickly and inexpensively. Nanoindentation has proved to be a suitable technique for the mechanical characterization of micro-sized material volumes in terms of hardness (H), Young’s modulus (E) and fracture resistance. While H and E are measured from load-displacement curves [1], fracture toughness (Kc) is generally estimated from the length of indentation cracks following the indentation microfracture method (IM) [2]. 
Criticisms to the IM method point that this technique is not suitable for the precise measurement of fracture toughness of ceramics since the deformation and fracture underneath the indentation is not self-similar as assumed by the IM method and that the methods assume ideal geometries of cracks [3], and therefore the IM method can only be considered as a method to estimate KIc and not to evaluate in a precise way the true fast fracture toughness [4-7]. Strictly speaking, the quantity measured by indentation is an indentation fracture resistance (KR) which is fitted through calibration constants to the value of KIc measured by other methods. Therefore, for avoiding confusions, we will use the correct term indentation fracture resistance (KR) and not KIc which refers to fast fracture toughness. Despite such criticism, the method is being increasingly used because it is an easy and inexpensive method, and because it is especially useful for small volumes of material. This is of key importance in coatings, tribological layers, engineered surfaces, precipitates, phases, or composites, among others.
One important aspect of the various existing IM equations for determining KR is that they depend on the tip geometry and thus, on the generated crack morphology. Therefore, in order to obtain reliable values of KR it is crucial to choose the appropriate equation for the morphology of the generated crack. The experimental observations on the fracture sequence in brittle materials made by Cook and Pharr using Vickers indents, show that radial (and median when observed) crack systems align themselves with the symmetry of the indenter [8]. Accordingly, Vickers and Berkovich/cube-corners indenters are likely to generate different crack morphology systems. While the half-penny morphology, with cracks connected underneath the hardness impression, is the most common morphology for brittle materials when a Vickers indenter is used, Palmqvist cracks are developed at low indentations loads or in high-toughness materials whatever the indenter is used. Transition between both crack configurations takes place when the indentation load is increased. Therefore, the final indentation crack morphology will depend on the indentation load, the tip geometry and the material toughness.
As presented in the review of indentation cracks of Cook and Pharr [8], when a Vickers indenter is applied in a soda-lime glass at low loads, radial cracks nucleate from flaws at the deformation zone boundary. Radial cracks are driven by the residual stress field arising from the strain mismatch of the plastically deformed zone embedded in the surrounding elastically restraining matrix. They observed that, as the load increases, median cracks initiate beneath the deformation zone. Median cracks are also nucleated by flaws at the deformation zone boundary, but are driven by the stress field arising from the elastic loading of the indenter onto the surface. On unloading, the median cracks spread outward along the surface to leave half-penny geometry at complete unload, and they are wedge open by the residual field. Cook and Pharr also observed that at high peak loads, lateral cracks are nucleated. In their work both crystalline materials and amorphous materials were studied. In all materials examined in which half-penny cracks were observed, they were formed by the coalescence beneath the contact impression of radial cracks. They concluded that half-penny geometry was never directly produced; they were always formed by the coalescence beneath the contact impression of radial cracks (see figure 1 for a scheme of the different types of cracks generated by sharp indenters).
The objective of this work is to characterize the crack geometry produced at low loads by cube-corner indenters in order to enhance the reliability of fracture toughness estimation by nanoindentation methods, especially in selecting between the two most popular models proposed (Anstis et al. [9] and Laugier [10]). The choice of these two models is based on the fact that they are the most used ones, even with cube-corner indentation, although they were originally developed for Vickers indentations. Application to cube corner indenters is made by adjusting the calibration constant. These models use the elastic-plastic residual stress field as a physical basis for toughness estimation. Thus, the study of the crack morphology produced by cube-corner indenters at low loads will give a basis for selecting an IM equation determining KR.  The crack geometry generated by cube-corner indenters will be reconstructed in three dimensions by focused ion beam (FIB) tomography. This technique permits the 3D reconstruction of volumes of a few micrometers and it is being increasingly used in characterizing surface damage of materials [11-13]. Glass and three single crystals (SiC, Si, ZrO2) indented at different loads have been chosen for FIB reconstruction. Knowledge of the crack shape will help to improve the estimation of fracture toughness of the IM method, and will help to better understand the limitations of this method.
2.	Indentation microfracture method
The IM method is based on the formation of cracks at the corners of a sharp indentation imprint. Such indentation cracks extend driven by the inelastic residual stress field, up to a length that can be related to the material crack propagation resistance.
Indentation cracking was first used as an indication of fracture toughness in the late 50’s and early 60’s by Palmqvist who worked exclusively on WC-Co cermets, but the concept was encouraged as a fracture toughness test by Evans and Charles in the mid 70’s [14]. The indentation method relies on the fact that most brittle materials form radial cracks when indented with a sharp indenter such as Vickers, Berkovich or cube-corner diamond tips. A Vickers and a Berkovich/cube-corner indentation with radial cracks of length c, along with pertinent dimensions for describing various features of the indentation, are shown schematically in Figure 1.
Evans and Charles related the stress intensity factor and the observed crack lengths using a generalized equation and a normalized calibration curve that appeared to apply to many different materials, some with Palmqvist cracks and some with median cracks [8,14]. Subsequently numerous other authors have proposed similar curve fitting methods and dimensional analyses to improve the methodology of the fracture toughness calculation thorough the crack length generated with an indentation test. Two of the most used are the equations proposed by Anstis et al. [9] and by Laugier [16], both based in the Lawn et al extension of the Evans and Charles analysis [10]. By  using Hill’s expanding cavity solution for an elastic-plastic solid and assuming a half-penny crack configuration with a crack that extends well beyond the contact zone of the indenter, the following expression to calculate indentation fracture resistance KR was proposed [9],
	(1)
where E is the Young modulus, H is the hardness, P is the indentation load, 2c is the total crack length as shown in Figure 1 and R is a material constant containing elements related with the geometry of the indenter and the crack morphology. In 1981 Anstis et al. provided a critical evaluation of Eq. (1) as a basis for using Vickers indentation crack lengths for determining fracture toughness of a number of brittle materials chosen to cover a wide span of toughness values [5]. Using the experimental determined values of E, H, KR and mean P/c3/2 values, the calibration constant R in Eq. (1) was found to be 0.016. The toughness of each material was calculated from indentation crack lengths using Eq. (1) and R = 0.016; the accuracy of the method was found to be within about 40%. In 1987 Laugier adapted the Lawn half-penny formalism (Eq. (1)) to take into account the morphology of Palmqvist, suggesting the following expression to calculate KR [10]:
	(2)
The symbols E, H and P have the same meaning as in Eq. (1), a and l are the dimensions of the imprint and the crack respectively, as shown in Figure 1. Calibration of the expression proposed for the stress intensity factor for Palmqvist cracks was performed using the data of Anstis et al [9] and led to a new value of kp = 0.015 for Palmqvist cracks.
Cracks with cube-corner tips can be generated at lower loads than those used for Berkovich indenter, thus it allows characterizing even smaller material volumes [17-19]. Efforts to adapt the IM technique to the use of cube-corner indenters for small volumes have been done before in the literature. One approach was proposed by Zhang et al. [17] based on an energy-balance method to compute KR with cube-corner tips using experimental data and finite-element calculations. With respect to the IM method, Schiffman [19] has applied the existing IM models for Vickers indenters to cube-corner indenters. Morris et al. [20] concluded that very acute indenters induce extra crack-driving component due to the acuity of the tip and this leads to uncertainty in the physical basis for KR estimation using the IM method.
Since the use of cube-corner indenters is highly interesting from an experimental point of view, in this work we evaluate the generated crack morphology by these types of indenters and the applicability of the equations for computing KR. 
3.	Experimental procedure
The materials used in this work have well-known and accepted values of Kc, obtained by standardized procedures, such as the single-edge precracked beam (SEPB), chevron-notched beam (CNB) or surface crack in flexure (SCF) methods. The fracture toughness of the selected materials must not depend on the crack size, i.e. materials should not present a pronounced R-curve behaviour. Accordingly, the following materials have been chosen: (a) soda-lime glass; (b) Si (100) single crystal; (c) SiC-6H (0001) single crystal; (d) YSZ (100) single crystal. Additionally, due to their high fracture toughness, WC grains (single crystals) of a WC-Co hardmetal have also been analysed.
A cube-corner indenter was used in a XP Nanoindenter (MTS Corp.) with applied loads in the range of 200 mN up to 3N. After indentation, all the hardness impressions and crack morphologies generated were imaged by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) (Carl Zeiss SMT Inc.) to measure the lengths of the cracks emerging from their corners. KR was computed using both Anstis et al. equation (1) and Palmqvist equation (2). Figure 2 presents typical imprints on the studied materials, where radial cracks can be appreciated emanating from the corners of the imprints. Hardness (H) and Young’s modulus (E) were evaluated using the wide and well-accepted Oliver & Pharr method [1] using a fully calibrated Berkovich tip.
Crack morphology was examined by means of a FIB/SEM microscope (Carl Zeiss Neon 40). An ion beam of 200 pA and 30 kV was used for milling. The 3D image was reconstructed using Avizo software after sequential image acquisition. In order to characterize crack morphology with FIB tomography it has to be taken into account that this kind of test is destructive and induces local changes in the residual stress state of the material examined [21]. The reason is that by using FIB tomography it is necessary to perform a FIB trench, and the process of cutting relieves residual stresses at the new free surface. Consequently, crack length could change. For that reason, in order to discard any relevant residual stress relieve effect on the shape of the crack, sequential polishing of some indentations from the surface, mainly in soda-lime glass, has also been performed. In that manner, the crack morphologies obtained with two different techniques, FIB and surface sequential polishing, were compared to discern if any effect introduced by the technique is able to modify the real indentation crack geometry.
4.	Results
4.1.	Crack morphology evaluation
Concerning the crack morphology, it has been seen that both FIB and sequential polishing reports the same crack morphology. Therefore, although the milling affects the crack length in some cases, the crack morphology was not substantially affected by the material removal process. 
A comparison between the crack length measured by FIB tomography and SEM has been done observing differences around 16%. Therefore, it should be kept in mind that FIB tomography induces local changes in the residual state of the material examined [19] increasing the crack lengths reconstructed by tomography, especially in the direction first milled [22] For that reason, the crack length measured by SEM at the surface has been used to evaluate KR, and not the one obtained by 3D FIB. 
Glass was the first material to be studied because it is an isotropic material. Although glass is normally taken as a model material, indentation cracks in soda-lime glass may be different from those in the majority of brittle materials, in both morphology and sequence, due to its low E/H ratio [8]. Taking this into account, soda-lime glass was chosen for investigating the dependence of crack morphology with applied load. Figure 3 presents the FIB tomography reconstruction of soda-lime glass for indentations performed at 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 mN (see supplementary material for an animation of the 10mN reconstruction). It can be observed that, as the load is increased, the length of the crack at the surface increases faster than the growth of the indentation imprint (see Table1). It is also noticeable the lack of cracks underneath the indenter, in the region with high compressive residual stresses due to the inelastic deformation produced by the indenter. For higher loads, lateral cracks also appear, which are produced during unloading [22]. 
Figures 4 to 7 show cube-corner indentations for the rest of the materials under study at sufficient loads to produce relevant cracks.
4.2 Crack morphology effect on KR evaluation by cube-corner nanoindentation
In order to study the effect of the crack morphology generated by cube-corner indenters on KR evaluation, two of the most used IM equations were compared. Figure 8 shows the KR values computed using Eq. (1) with a value of 0.016 for R (constant value proposed by Anstis et al. [9] for Vickers indenters and a half-penny crack morphology) and Eq. (2) with a value of 0.057 for kp (constant value proposed by Cuadrado et al. [25]), versus the values reported in the literature, which were obtained by standardized procedures (SENB). 
5.	Discussion 
Reconstructions show up the characteristic inelastic volume under the sharp indenter in which compressive stresses prevent indentation cracks to grow into this volume. This is clearly appreciated in the lowest loads applied in glass (figure 3). In this figure it is also observed how the geometry of the cracks follows the geometry of semielliptical cracks. As load increases, these cracks grow faster than the inelastic volume. For the larger loads, lateral cracks also appear.
When the FIB tomography images of crystalline materials are analysed, it can be observed that Si (100), SiC-6H (0001) and YSZ present a more complex crack morphology than soda-lime glass. Because of the crystallographic nature of Si (100), the indentation cracks are deviated following cleavage planes (in cubic systems cleavage forms parallel to {001} crystallographic planes) whereas lateral cracks follow the stress field and are not influenced by crystallographic orientation (Figure 4). In the case of SiC-6H (0001), cracks do not show a strong deviation, probably due to the higher fracture toughness of the material. In WC single crystals, cracks are of Palmqvist type (see, Figure 6). It is well known that hardmetals develop Palmqvist cracks under Vickers indenters, but here it is shown that the WC single crystals that form the hardmetal also form Palmqvist cracks under cube-corner indenters. In a previous study [24] it was proved that single crystal WC grains embedded in a WC/Co present a high value of KR; this is line with the observation that materials with high KR tend to present Palmqvist cracks. Besides, Figure 6 shows the presence of anisotropic effects that have a great influence on the crack pattern; it can be observed fracture in a cleavage plane instead of appearing on the apex of the residual imprint.
Figures 3 to 6 show that crack morphologies generated by cube-corner indenters do not match completely with ideal Palmqvist or half-penny cracks configurations on which Laugier and Anstis et al. equations are based. Cracks observed here are not pure radial cracks; they are not located near the surface but rather in the plastic zone boundary and they are elliptical. Hence the crack system observed can be depicted as quarter-penny cracks, except for WC single crystals, where they are very close to ideal Palmqvist cracks. These observations are in agreement with those made by Shiffman [19] and Cook and Pharr [8] and with Chiang, Marshall and Evans predictions [23]. The corner of the indenters result in a localized elevation of the tangential stress during load application, encouraging the formation of radial cracks at these locations since they exhibit the lowest threshold load.
It has been proved that crack morphology for the studied materials is in the form of three cracks emanating from the plastic zone boundary and reaching the surface. Moreover, depending on the indentation load and the tip geometry, a lateral crack is also present. These observations are in agreement with other recent works [19]. 
The existing equations for calculating KR by means of IM idealizes the crack system to be radial crack (Palmqvist or half-penny). For the single crystals here studied, an ideally radial crack was never observed. The crack deviations and extra crack system observed as a consequence of crystal anisotropy and load effects respectively, could affect the obtained value because of the extra energy spent in the process. Therefore, less energy is available for the extension of radial cracks and they will grow less. In addition, having a radial or a quarter-penny crack could also affect the KR computation. In order to compute accurately KR by means of IM, the proper selection of the equation is needed. From a phenomenological point of view Eq. (1) was developed to be used when half-penny cracks are generated, whereas Eq. (2) was adapted to describe Palmqvist cracks. Moreover, these equations depends on a material constant (R for Eq. (1) and kp for Eq. (2)) containing elements related to the geometry of the indenter and the morphology of the crack system.
In the same way as for Vickers indenters, when indentation fracture resistance was estimated, it was observed that the two equations used, (1) and (2), report different value for each material when cube-corner indenters are used, except in the case of soda-lime glass. However, in a previous work [25] we have proposed that when a proper value for the constant R and kp were chosen regarding the tip geometry used, both equations computed KR values closer to the well accepted ones. Thus, a proper value for the calibration constants that include tip geometry considerations is decisive in order to compute a reliable value of KR. However, crack morphology does not seem to have a significant effect on the computation of KR in materials which present low fracture toughness. On the other hand, when the proper calibration constant is chosen, the Laugier equation gives a KR value closer to the well accepted ones in the case of SiC-6H (0001) single crystal. This result may indicate that the crack initially had Palmqvist-type shape and latter developed in a semi-elliptical crack. Therefore, from a phenomenological point of view Laugier’s equation would be more suitable for evaluating KR. 
6.	Conclusions
The main aim of this work was to analyse by FIB tomography the crack morphology induced by cube-corner tips and determine whether it holds the requirements of the main equations developed for the determination of fracture resistance by the IM method. According to the experimental results and the discussions presented above, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1.	Cube-corner tips generate either quarter-penny or Palmqvist cracks depending on the applied load and the material fracture toughness. In single crystals, the crack morphology deviate from the one assumed in the models due to the anisotropy in properties in the crystals, where some planes present easier cleavage than others.
2.	Lateral cracks are formed in both glass and single crystal samples. Thus, the crack system generated is more complex than the assumed by the fracture toughness models of the IM method, which were developed for only either half-penny or Palmqvist morphologies without any concern about extra crack systems. In that sense, the recommendation is to use the minimum load to achieve long enough cracks to fulfil the model requirements, in order to avoid formation of secondary cracks.
3.	Materials with high fracture toughness such as WC tend to present a Palmqvist crack morphology when indented with a cube-corner indenter. In that case, Laugier’s equation would be the most appropriate one in order to compute KR by IM. From a phenomenological point of view Laugier equation may also give satisfactory results. 
4.	In materials with low fracture toughness, proper calibration constant is a more important parameter than crack morphology in order to get a reliable value of Kc.
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